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Abstract Research on sentiment analysis in English language has undergone major developments in recent years.
Chinese sentiment analysis research, however, has not
evolved significantly despite the exponential growth of Chinese e-business and e-markets. This review paper aims to
study past, present, and future of Chinese sentiment analysis
from both monolingual and multilingual perspectives. The
constructions of sentiment corpora and lexica are first introduced and summarized. Following, a survey of monolingual
sentiment classification in Chinese via three different classification frameworks is conducted. Finally, sentiment classification based on the multilingual approach is introduced.
After an overview of the literature, we propose that a more
human-like (cognitive) representation of Chinese concepts
and their inter-connections could overcome the scarceness
of available resources and, hence, improve the state of the
art. With the increasing expansion of Chinese language on
the Web, sentiment analysis in Chinese is becoming an
increasingly important research field. Concept-level sentiment analysis, in particular, is an exciting yet challenging
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direction for such research field which holds great promise
for the future.
Keywords Sentiment analysis · Chinese sentiment analysis

Introduction
With an information boom led by user-generated Internet content, the task of processing enormous quantities of
information available online is a formidable one beyond
the capabilities of human processing. For instance, movie
distributors and fans are increasingly interested in public
sentiments regarding new movies. Business owners and customers are also more eager to discover how people perceive
new products.
However, with the huge amount of information available online, collecting and aggregating movie and product
reviews is a challenging task and machines have to be utilized to help researchers with data collection. One such
approach is that of sentiment analysis, which has proved
popular over the years [1].
Sentiment analysis is a “suitcase” research problem that
requires tackling many NLP sub-tasks, including aspect
extraction [2], subjectivity detection [3], concept extraction [4], named entity recognition [5], and sarcasm detection [6], but also complementary tasks such as personality recognition [7], user profiling [8], and multimodal
fusion [9]. Much work has been done on English sentiment analysis, but there is lack of research in the Chinese
language field. Fortunately, more researchers have started
to conduct Chinese sentiment classification in the last
decade [10–38].
There are two main approaches to Chinese sentiment analysis research: the monolingual approach and the bilingual
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approach. The former focuses on performing typical sentiment analysis tasks, such as polarity detection, directly
based on Chinese language. The latter leverages on existing English language resources and machine translation
techniques to work on Chinese natural language text.
Chinese sentiment classification, however, has certain
characteristics that differ from English sentiment classification. The most notable feature of Chinese is the lack of
inter-word spacing, as a string of Chinese text is made up
of equally spaced graphemes that are called characters. In
addition, Chinese words often consist of the combination of
more than one Chinese character. Thus, it is necessary to
segment Chinese words before analyzing the sentiments in
Chinese texts. The above feature leads to the second characteristic that Chinese text is compositionally rich in terms of
semantics.
Since modern Chinese characters evolve from pictograms, they can be decomposed into smaller semanticaware particles, termed radicals. The third characteristic is
that Chinese has a relatively different or even opposite syntactic structure as compared to other languages, especially
English, and strategies have to be devised to resolve ambiguities present in Chinese syntactic parsing. For instance,
Fig. 1 shows how syntax trees differ in English and Chinese of a same sentence. Whichever method is used, be it
supervised or unsupervised, a sentiment language lexicon is
usually required for sentiment classification.
The rest of the paper is organizedy as follows:
Section “Problem Definition” explains problem definition
and review scope of this paper; Section “Construction
of Corpora and Lexica” introduces recent and present
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research on sentiment corpora and lexica; Section “Monolingual Approaches” describes the different perspectives
of sentiment classification methods in Chinese language;
Section “Multilingual Approach” discusses multi-lingual
sentiment classification methods in Chinese language;
Section “Testing Dataset” reviews some popular experimental testing datasets and selected experimental results; finally,
Section “Conclusion” concludes the paper and proposes
some future research directions.

Problem Definition
The ultimate goal of sentiment analysis can be generally
summarized as identifying sentiment or opinion labels of
given texts. Depending on the types of final label, problems
are usually divided into sentiment classification and emotion/subjectivity identification. Nevertheless, the two sub
problems share similar workflow in achieving their final
goals. We summarize the procedures and review Chinese
sentiment analysis literatures on each of the procedure.
In particular, sentiment resources like sentiment lexica
and corpora provide the foundation of all tasks. Due to the
scarcity of Chinese sentiment resources, creating Chinese
sentiment resources is a major branch of related research.
Influenced by the negative effect of domain-dependency
and in order to save human labor, many works aim to
develop method that can create cross-domain sentiment
resource in a semi-supervised manner. With the sentiment
resource, research path bifurcates into machine learning
based and knowledge based methods. Machine learning

Fig. 1 Syntax trees for the sentence “Everything would have been all right if you hadn’t said that” in two languages
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treats sentiment classification as either a binary (positive
or negative) or multiple class classification problem. Traditional machine learning aims at manual development of
features that could distinguish sentiment of text out of
different domain knowledge. However, with an increasing
trend, recent machine learning turns to building neural networks to learn capable features automatically. Meanwhile,
some researchers spend energies on developing sentiment
classifiers that work on these features.
The other school which follows the knowledge based
method studies language rules and syntactical or semantic relations. We review the Chinese state of the art in
Section “Monolingual Approaches.” Lastly, illustrated by
the relatively numerous research conducted on English,
another school of researchers utilizes a multilingual
approach which transfers resource or method from the
English research world to be employed in Chinese situation.

Construction of Corpora and Lexica
Corpus and lexicon are two seemingly similar, but in truth,
differing structures of language expressions. Each of them
leads to different sentiment classification methods, as illustrated in this paper.
Corpus
A corpus is a collection of complete and self-contained
texts, e.g., the corpus of Anglo-Saxon verses [39]. In linguistics and lexicography, a corpus is defined as a body
of texts, utterances, or other specimens considered more
or less representative of a language and usually rendered
in a machine-readable format. Currently, computer corpora
may store millions of running words with features that can
be analyzed by means of tagging (the process of attaching identifying and classifying labels onto words and other
formations) and the use of concordant programs.
In sentiment classification, the corpus is fundamental to
the training of the emotion system because it contains much
information consisting of emotional expressions in the form
of words, phrases, sentences, and paragraphs. Research
on Chinese sentiment classification is hindered by a lack
of large, labeled Chinese language corpora; hence, some
researchers have attempted to expand or modify existing
Chinese language corpus.
A relative fine-grained scheme was initially proposed
that annotated emotion in texts on three different levels; the
document, paragraph and sentence levels [10]. Eight emotion classes (expectant, joy, love, surprise, anxiety, sorrow,
angry, and hate) were used to annotate the corpus and to
explore different emotion expressions in Chinese. However,
such work has to be done manually, which can be laborious
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and time consuming. A Chinese Sentiment Treebank of
social data was thus introduced by researchers to resolve this
issue[40]. An algorithm was devised to crawl and label over
13,550 sentences from movie reviews on social websites,
and a novel Recursive Neural Deep Model (RNDM) was
developed to assign sentiment labels based on a recursive
deep-learning technique.
Preparing the corpus is just the first step in sentiment classification. Much ignored research tasks could be
explored by analyzing the developed corpus [11]. Unlike
many existing English sentiment corpora, which had sentiment details only at the sentence level [41–43], Zhao
et al. have created a global fine-grained corpus whose
annotation scheme has not only introduced cross-sentence
and global emotion information, but has also revealed
new sentence-level elements. Furthermore, two new tasks
(target-respect pair extraction and implicit polarity extraction) are proposed by their analysis. In addition to monolingual corpus, Lee et al. [44] collected and annotated a
code-switching (with different languages appearing in one
sentence) emotion corpus between English and Chinese
from the posts of Weibo. A corpus-based method is usually utilized for machine learning. Kernel-based algorithms
extract features such as lexical features, syntactic features,
and semantic features, and data is then trained and tested
through classification technique, e.g., naı̈ve Bayes (NB),
maximum entropy, and support vector machine (SVM).
Over the past 5 years, neural networks have been dominating over kernel machines. Instead of manually designing
features, neural networks learn features from the corpus.
The learned features are then fed into classification systems
to train a classifier, either kernel based or deep learning
based.
Lexicon
As compared to a corpus-based method (employing machine-learning), the lexicon-based method is a more
straightforward approach to sentiment analysis. Sentiment
or emotion lexicon is a list of words and expressions used
to express people’s subjective feelings, sentiments or opinions [45]. Sentiment lexica are vital to sentiment classification, since they serve as the evidential basis of sentiment
polarity. Sentiment lexicon lists could be divided into three
main classifications [12]; with examples such as NeverEnding Language Learner (NELL) [46] that contains only
sentiment words, National Taiwan University Sentiment
Dictionary (NTUSD) [47] and HowNet [48] that contain
both sentiment words and sentiment polarities, and finally,
SentiWordNet [49] and SenticNet [50] which contain words
and their relevant polarity values.
Unlike their English language counterparts, resources
available for Chinese sentiment lexica are rather limited.
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There are two main problems with the construction of a
sentiment lexicon in Chinese: firstly, words in Chinese are
semantically and syntactically ambiguous, which makes the
computation of sentiment polarity a difficult task; secondly,
resources that are available to construct a Chinese lexicon are either insufficient or unsuitable [13]. Nonetheless,
researchers have devised ways to overcome these issues
in order to construct Chinese sentiment lexica. There are
three main methods used to construct a sentiment lexicon
in Chinese. The first method is conducted through the manual construction of a sentiment lexicon. Sentiment words or
expressions have to be collected manually, and the relevant
sentiment polarities annotated by hand. It is labor-intensive
and researchers may prefer not to apply this method directly.
Instead, this is usually used at the end of the research
process to verify the accuracy of automatic algorithms.
The second method is a dictionary-based approach. A
dictionary is a resource that lists the words of a specific language and provides their meaning, synonyms and antonyms.
The premise of this method is to provide researchers with a
list of sentiment words (or otherwise, seed words) and their
known sentiment polarities. Through the relations between
the words and their respective synonyms and antonyms in
the dictionary, more new words could be found and their
respective sentiment polarities inferred. The new words too,
will consist of synonyms and antonyms as well as their
respective sentiment polarities. This process can be iterated
many times and the size of the sentiment lexicon can grow
increasingly larger. One popular dictionary is HowNet, an
online common-sense knowledge base which unveils interconceptual relations and inter-attribute relations of concepts
as found in Chinese and English bilingual lexica [51]. However, there are two issues associated with this dictionary.
The first issue is that the list does not consider the context of the words [13]. Secondly, the entries in the list are
relatively dated because the dictionary was created in 1999
and does not include recent words and expressions. Thus,
many researchers have attempted to utilize this dictionary in
improved ways.
Liu et al. have constructed a domain-specific sentiment
lexicon that is applied to an aspect-based review mining
scenario [14]. A framework is formulated to combine the
constructed lexicon with an existing sentiment wordlist such
as HowNet, which could then improve domain-specific sentiment data performance. Xu et al. [15] have presented a
method that utilizes a large unlabeled corpus to correct and
expand two popular Chinese sentiment dictionaries, such
as HowNet and NTUSD [47]. In addition to expanding the
traditional dictionaries, Xu et al. [16] also adopted a graphbased algorithm which automatically ranks works based on
a few seed words. Similarities between words and multiresources were utilized to improve the algorithm in an iterative manner, and the lexicon was finally modified through
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manual labeling. Wu et al. [12] have compiled a new
Chinese sentiment lexicon termed “iSentiDictionary.” Seed
words from existing sentiment dictionaries were collected
and then classified into four categories. The researchers
then proposed applying a self-training spreading method to
ConceptNet so as to derive the lexicon.
The third method is to construct a sentiment lexicon that
is based on a corpus. There are two commonly used methods
for this approach [45]. The first method is to base a list of
known seed words with sentiment orientations on a domain
corpus. New words and their sentiment orientations can then
be computed from the corpus. The second method is to
adapt a general-purpose sentiment lexicon to a new one by
utilizing a domain corpus for sentiment classification applications in the domain. Xu et al. [15] have utilized a large
unlabeled corpus by Sogou, a Chinese search engine, to
correct and expand current Chinese sentiment dictionaries.
They also have proposed a method to compute the polarity
strength of words in the dictionary. Su and Li [13] have proposed a bilingual method to construct a sentiment lexicon
based on bilingual corpus and English seed words. English
and Chinese are mutually translated and the sentiment orientations of Chinese words then derived from computing
the PMI values of English seed words. In particular, the
authors computed PMI values of each unknown Chinese
and English seed word and constructed a context-aware
sentiment lexicon.
One drawback of currently developed approaches is that
they do not consider the fuzziness of the intensity-of-word
sentiment polarity, as Wang et al. pointed out in [17]. They
found some sentiment words to possess opposite polarities
in different lexica, for the reason that words in different
contexts may have different sentiment polarities, and most
existing methods for identifying word sentiment polarity are
based on a cantor set model [17]. In order to solve this
problem, they proposed a fuzzy computing model (FCM) to
identify word sentiment polarity. It consists of three major
parts: sentiment words datasets, a key sentiment lexicon
(KSL), and a key sentiment morpheme set (KMS). In the
paper, they firstly computed three polarities from the sentiment dataset, KSL and KMS respectively. They then built
a classification function of fuzzy classifier and adjusted the
parameters. The key twist in their method was to define
fuzzy sets and membership functions for positive and negative sentiment categories and to design proper classifiers and
a defuzzification algorithm. The results of the experiment
demonstrated benchmarking performance of the model.
In addition to building lexica directly from Chinese language, some researchers have used the bilingual approach.
Gao et al. developed a method to learn a sentiment lexicon for the target language with English sentiment lexica.
In [52], the target language was Chinese. They modeled
the lexicon learning as a bilingual word graph that had two
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Fig. 2 CSenticNet

layers: layer one for English and layer two for Chinese.
In each layer, synonym word relations linked the sentiment words together with a positive weight and vice versa
for antonym word relations, albeit with a negative weight
in place. These two layers were connected by an interlanguage sub-graph, which contained labeled words in the
English layer and unlabeled words in the Chinese layer.
Given the seeds in the English layer, sentiment polarities of Chinese words were learnt from the bilingual word
graph construction and an algorithm for bilingual word
graph-label propagation.
Peng and Cambria [53] presented a resource dependent mapping method for the construction of a Chinese
sentiment resource, termed CSenticNet (Fig. 2) by utilizing both English sentiment resources [50] and the Chinese
knowledge base NTU Multi-lingual Corpus [54]. Since the
English sentiment resource was semantically connected to
emotions at concept level, the authors also developed a
language-specific emotion categorization model (Fig. 3).

document is then computed by synthesizing the polarity of
each word on the basis of different logics such as syntactic
rules, direct summation, and more.

Monolingual Approaches
Chinese text has its own characteristics that other languages
do not have. Thus a specific preprocessing, segmentation is
the first step. Existing segmentation tools (segmentor) were
firstly presented and analyzed in this section. Followed are
two major methods used to perform sentiment classification
for the monolingual approach; namely machine learning
based and knowledge based [55], as shown in Fig. 4. The
machine learning based approach treats the sentiment classification as a topic-based categorization problem. The topic
in question is the sentiment and is classified as either
positive or negative.
The knowledge based method uses the sentiment lexicon,
which consists of sentiment polarity for each word, to label
the sentiments of words in a document. The polarity of the

Fig. 3 Hourglass model in Chinese language
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Fig. 4 Monolingual sentiment
analysis techniques

Preprocessing
Unlike English that text processing starts with tokenization,
Chinese texts processing starts with word segmentation.
There are three most popular Chinese word segmentors
available: ICTCLAS, THULAC, and Jieba segmentor. ICTCLAS was developed by Dr. Zhang Huaping and is considered as the benchmark in Chinese word segmentation
[27]. It provides with API in C++, Java, Python and so
forth. THULAC [56] was invented by Tsinghua University.
Similar with ICTCLAS, THULAC also incorporates PartOf-Speech (POS) tagging in the software. Jieba1 is an open
source Chinese text segmentor which has the easiest and
fastest adaptation in Python, compared with Python APIs
from other segmentors. Tsinghua university has made an
experimental comparison in accuracy and speed of these
segmentors. Results are shown in Table 1.2
As we can conclude from Table 1, ICTCLAS has the
highest accuracy but the slowest speed. Jieba is the fastest
segmentor, however its accuracy is the lowest. THULAC
is the best among the three segmentors in the trade-off
between speed and accuracy. Furthermore, Jieba supports up
to 9 programming languages. Whereas the other two cannot
compete with. Followed by segmentation of Chinese text,
many other text preprocessings like tokenlization and POS
tagging and so forth can be conducted with softwares like
NLTK [57], Scikit-learn [58] etc.
Machine Learning-Based Approach
The machine learning approach is usually a supervised
approach that does not need predefined semantic rules but
requires a labeled dataset. It is redirected to be a text classification problem. The general methodology of a supervised
approach is as follows: The first step involves the extraction
1 https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba.
2 Data

source: http://thulac.thunlp.org/.

of features. The features are usually classified into the
following categories: lexical feature, syntactic feature and
semantic feature. For example, negation tag, n-gram (unigram, bigram, etc.), Parts of Speech (POS) tag, and so on
and so forth.
The next step is to train and test the data by using classification techniques, such as NB, maximum entropy, SVM
and others. This process is illustrated in Fig. 5. Beyond
this traditional machine learning methodology, recent utilization of neural networks emancipates researchers from
feature-engineering which further assists in classification
task. Tan and Zhang [18] conducted an empirical study
of sentiment categorization on Chinese documents. They
tested four features—mutual information (MI), information gain (IG), chi-square (CHI), and document frequency
(DF)—and five learning algorithms—centroid classifier, k
nearest neighbor (kNN), winnow classifier, NB and SVM.
Their results showed that the IG and SVM features provided
the best performances for sentiment categorization coupled
with domain or topic dependent classifiers.
Historically, research direction could be classified into
three major groups based on the different procedures used
in machine learning sentiment classification. The first group
focused on studying features. In addition to the commonly
employed N-gram feature, Zhai et al. pointed out [19] that
seldom used structures like sentiment words, substrings,
substring-groups, and key-substring-groups can also be used
to extract features. Their analysis suggested that different
types of features have different capabilities of discrimination, and substring-group features may have the potential
for better performance. Su et al. [20] tried making use
of semantic features and applied word2vec, which utilized
neural network models to learn vector representations of
words. After the extraction of deep semantic relations (features), word2vec is used to learn the vector representations
of candidate features. The authors finally applied SVM as
a classification technique on their features and achieved an
accuracy level of over 90%.
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Table 1 Comparison between popular Chinese text segmentors
Algorithm

ICTCLAS(2015)
Jieba(C++)
THULAC lite

F-Measure

Speed

msr test (560KB)

pku test (510KB)

CNKI journal.txt (51MB)

0.891
0.811
0.888

0.941
0.816
0.926

490.59KB/s
2314.89KB/s
1221.05KB/s

Supported Language

C, C++, C#, Java, Python
C++, Java, Python, R, etc.
C++, Java, Python, SO

There numbers in italics are the best performance of different segmentors

Xiang [21] presented a novel algorithm based on an
ideogram. The method does not need a corpus to compute a
word’s sentiment orientation, but instead requires the word
itself and a pre-computed character ontology (a set of characters annotated with sentiment information). The results
revealed that their proposed approach outperforms existing
ideogram-based algorithms. Some researchers developed
novel neural features by combining the compositional characteristic of Chinese with deep learning methods. Chen et
al. [59] started to decompose Chinese words into characters and proposed a character-enhanced word embedding

Fig. 5 Machine learning-based processing for Chinese sentiment
analysis

model (CWE). Sun et al. [60] started decompose Chinese
characters to radicals and developed a radical-enhanced
Chinese character embedding. However, they only selected
one radical from each character to enhance the embedding.
Shi et al. [61] began to train pure radical-based embedding for short-text categorization, Chinese word segmentation and web search ranking. Yin et al. [62] extend the
pure radical embedding by introducing multi-granularity
Chinese word embeddings. However, none of the above
embeddings have considered incorporating sentiment information and apply the radical embeddings to the task of
sentiment classification. Then, Peng et al. [63] developed
a radical-based hierarchical Chinese embedding that leveraged on sentiment information. Their embedding achieves
better results than general Chinese word or character level
embedding in sentence-level sentiment analysis.
As compared to the first group, however, the second group that focuses on studying different classification
model is more popular. Xu et al. [22] proposed an ensemble
learning algorithm based on a random feature space-division
method at document level, or Multiple Probabilistic Reasoning Model (M-PRM). The algorithm captures and makes
full use of discriminative sentiment features. Li et al. [40]
introduced a novel Recursive Neural Deep Model (RNDM)
which can predict sentiment labels based on recursive deep
learning. It is a model that focuses on sentence-level binary
sentiment classification and claims to outperform NB and
SVM. Cao et al. introduced a joint model which incorporated SVM and a deep neural network [23]. They considered
sentiment analysis as a three-class classification problem,
and designed two parallel classifiers before merging the two
classifiers’ results as the final output. The first classifier was
a word-based vector space model, in which unlabeled data
was firstly identified and then added to a sentiment lexicon.
Features were then extracted from the sentiment lexicon and
labeled training data.
Before building the SVM classifier, training data was
then processed in order to make it more balanced. The
second classifier was a SVM model, in which distributed
paragraph representation features were learnt from a deep
convolutional neural network. Finally, the two classifiers’
results were merged with an emphasis on neutral output, or,
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the second classifier’s output. Liu et al. used a self-adaptive
hidden Markov model (HMM) in [24] to conduct emotion classification. They used Ekman’s [64] six well-known
basic emotion categories: happiness, sadness, fear, anger,
disgust, and surprise. Initially, they designed a categorybased feature. For each emotion category, they computed the
MI, CHI, term frequency-inverse document frequency (TFIDF) and expected cross entropy (ECE). The four results
formed the four dimensions of the category-based feature. Then, a modified HMM-based emotional classification
model was built, featuring a self-adaptive capability through
the use of a particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm to
compute the parameters. The model performed better than
SVM and NB in certain emotion categories.
The third group has attempted to develop new machinelearning based approaches in Chinese sentiment classification. Wei et al. [65] presented a clustering-based Chinese
sentiment classification method. Sentiment sequences were
first built from micro-blogs such as Weibo, and Longest
Common Sequence algorithms were then applied to compute the differences between two sentiment sequences. Following, a k-medoids clustering algorithm was applied at the
end of the process. This method does not require a training
data and yet provides efficient and good performance for
short Chinese texts.
Ku et al. [25] applied morphological structures and relations between sentence segments to Chinese sentiment classification. CRF and SVM classifiers were used in the model
and results indicate that structural trios benefit sentence
sentiment classification. Xiong [26] developed an ADNscoring method using appraisers, degree adverbs, negations,
and their combinations for sentiment classification of Chinese sentences. A particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm was also used to optimize the parameters of the rules
for the method.
Chen et al. proposed a joint fine-grained sentiment analysis framework at the sub-sentence level with Markov
logic in [66]. Unlike other sentiment analysis frameworks
where subjectivity detection and polarity classification were
employed in a sequential order, Chen et al. separated subjectivity detection and polarity classification as isolated stages.
The two separated stages were learnt by local formulas in
Markov logic using different feature sets, like context POS
or sentiment scores. Next, they were integrated into a complete network by global formulas. This, in turn, prevented
errors from propagating due to chain reactions.
In addition to the classical binary or ternary label classification problem (positive, negative, or neutral), multi-label
classification research has also recently gained popularity.
Liu et al. [67] proposed a multi-label sentiment analysis
prototype for micro-blogs and also compared the performance of 11 state of the art multi-label classification methods (BR, CC, CLR, HOMER, RAkEL, ECC, MLkNN,
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RF-PCT, BRkNN, BRkNN-a and BRkNN-b) on two microblog datasets. The prototype contained three main components: text segmentation, feature extraction, and multilabel classification. Text segmentation segmented a text
into meaningful units. Feature extraction extracted both
sentiment features and raw segmented words features and
represented them in a bag of words form. Multi-label
classification compared all 11 methods’ classification performances. Detailed experimental results suggested that no
single model outperformed others in all of the test cases.
Knowledge-Based Approach
Another popular approach is the knowledge-based approach
or usually termed the unsupervised approach. After the preprocessing of texts, knowledge-based approach divides into
two branches. The first branch relies on a sentiment lexicon to find the sentiment polarity of each phrase obtained in
the step before. It then sums up the polarities of all phrases
in sentences, paragraphs or documents (based on required
granularity). If the summation is greater than zero, the sentiment of this granularity will then be positive and vice versa
if the summation is less than zero. The second branch tries
to explore syntactic rules and other logic.
For instance, semantic orientation (SO) is estimated from
the extracted phrases using the Point Wise Index algorithm.
Eventually, the average SO of all phrases is computed. If
the average value is greater than zero, the sentiment of the
phrases in the document is classified as positive and vice
versa if the average value is less than zero. Researchers tend
to prefer the second branch due to the greater flexibility
offered. Zhang et al. [28] proposed a rule-based approach
with two phases: the sentiment of each sentence is first
decided based on word dependency; and, aggregating the
sentences’ sentiments then generates the sentiment of each
document.
Zagibalov et al. [29] presented a method that does not
require any annotated training data and only requires information on commonly occurring negations and adverbials.
The performance of their method is close to, and sometimes
outperforms, supervised classifiers. Recent research [30]
considers both positive/ negative sentiment and subjectivity/objectivity as a continuum. The unsupervised techniques
were used to determine the opinions present in the document. The techniques include a one-word seed vocabulary,
iterative retaining for sentiment processing and a criterion
of “sentiment density.” Due to lexical ambiguity of Chinese language, much work has been conducted on fuzzy
semantics in Chinese.
Li et al. [31] claimed that polarities and strengths’ judgment of sentiment words obey a Gaussian distribution,
and thus proposed a Normal distribution-based sentiment
computation method for quantitative analysis of semantic
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fuzziness of Chinese sentiment words. Zhuo et al. [32] presented a novel approach based on the fuzzy semantic model
by using an emotion degree lexicon and a fuzzy semantic
model. Their model includes text preprocessing, syntactic
analysis, and emotion word processing. Optimal results of
their model are achieved when the task is clearly defined.
The unsupervised approach can also be applied on aspectlevel sentiment classification. Su et al. [33] presented a
mutual reinforcement approach to study the aspect-level
sentiment classification. An attempt to simultaneously and
iteratively cluster product aspects and sentiment words was
performed. The authors constructed an association set of
the strongest n-sentiment links, which was used to exploit
hidden sentiment association in reviews.
Some recent research work also studied the discourse
and dependency relations of Chinese data. In [34], Wu et
al. studied the combination problem of Chinese opinion elements. Opinion topics (topic, feature, item, opinion word)
were extracted from documents based on lexica. Features
were then combined with three sentence patterns (general
sentences, equative sentences and comparative sentences)
in order to predict the opinion. These sentence patterns
determined how the opinion elements in the sentence should
be computed to yield the sentiment of a whole sentence.
Quan et al. went further in sentiment classification using
dependency parsing in [68]. They integrated a sentiment
lexicon with dependency parsing to develop a sentiment
analysis system. They firstly conducted a dependency analysis (nsubj, nn, advmod, punct) of sentences so as to extract
emotional words. Based on these, they established sentiment
dictionaries from a lexicon (HowNet) and calculated word
similarities to predict the sentiment of sentences.
So far, we have seen that Chinese sentiment analysis research has restricted elementary components to word
or character level. Even though state-of-the-art algorithms

Fig. 6 Evolution of NLP
research through three different
eras from [70]
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(either machine learning based or knowledge based) performed reasonably well, word level analysis did not reflect
real human reasoning faithfully. Instead, concept level reasoning needs to be explored as it has been demonstrated
to be closer to the truth [69]. Our mental world is a relational graph whose nodes are various concepts. As Fig. 6
from [70] shows, NLP research is gradually shifting from
lexical semantics to compositional semantics. To the best of
our knowledge, there is no current work on concept level
Chinese sentiment analysis. Related works in the future are
thus expected to be promising.
Mix Models
Finally, there is also a branch of researchers who have
combined the machine learning approach with a knowledge based approach. Zhang et al. [35] introduced a variant of self-training algorithm, named EST. The algorithm
integrates a lexicon-based approach with a corpus-based
approach and assigns an agreement strategy to choose new,
reliable labeled data. The authors then proposed a lexiconbased partitioning technique to split the test corpus and
embed EST into the framework. Yuan et al. [36] conducted Chinese micro-blog sentiment classification using
two approaches. For the unsupervised approach, they integrated a Simple Sentiment Word-Count Method (SSWCM)
with three Chinese sentiment lexica. For the supervised
approach, they tested three models (NB Classifier, Maximum Entropy Classifier, and Random Forests Classifier)
with multiple features.
Their results indicated that the Random Forests Classifier
provided the best performance among the three models. Li
et al. [71] presented a model that boasted the combination of
a lexicon-based classifier and a statistical machine learning
based classifier. The output of the lexicon-based classifier
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was simply the sum of the sentiment scores of each word
in the sentence. For the machine learning-based classifier,
they selected unigram- and weibo-based features from many
candidate features so as to train a SVM classifier. Finally,
the system gave a linear combination of the two classifiers’ outputs. Likewise, in [72], Wen et al. introduced a
method based on class sequential rules for emotion classification of micro-blog texts. They firstly obtained two
emotion labels of sentences from lexicon-based and SVMbased methods. Then, the conjunctions of previous emotion
labels sequences were formed and class sequential rules
(CSR) were mined from the sequences. Eventually, features were extracted from CSRs and a corresponding SVM
classifier was trained to classify the whole text.
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corpus for training. Finally, instead of solely improving the
performance of Chinese language analysis, Lu et al. [75]
developed a method that could jointly improve the sentiment
classification of both languages. Their approach involves an
expectation maximization algorithm that is based on maximum entropy. It jointly trains two sentiment classifiers (each
language a classifier) by treating the sentiment labels in
the unlabeled parallel text as unobserved latent variables.
Together with the inferred labels of the parallel text, the joint
likelihood of the language-specific labeled data will then
be regularized and maximized. Zhou et al. [76] incorporated sentiment information into Chinese-English bilingual
word embeddings using their proposed denoising autoencoder. Chen et al. [77] introduced a semi-supervised boosting model to reduce the transferred errors of cross-lingual
sentiment analysis between English and Chinese.

Multilingual Approach
Natural language processing research in English language
dates back to the 1950s [70]. Within this general multidisciplinary field, English sentiment analysis only developed about twenty years ago. In comparison, Chinese
sentiment classification is a relatively new field with a history only dating back about ten years. As such, resources
available for sentiment classification in English are more
abundant than those in Chinese, and some researchers have
therefore taken advantage of the established English sentiment classification structure to conduct research on Chinese
sentiment classification.
Wan [37] proposed a method that incorporates an ensemble of English and Chinese classifications. Chinese language reviews were first translated into English via machine
translation. An analysis on both English and Chinese
reviews was then conducted and their results combined to
improve the overall performances of the sentiment classification. The problem of the above-mentioned approach is
that the output of machine translation is unreliable if the
domain knowledge is different for the two languages. This
could lead to an accumulation of errors and reduce the accuracy of translation. As a result, some researchers formulate
this into a domain adaptation. Wei and Pal [73] showed
that, rather than using automatic translation, the application
of techniques like structural correspondence learning (SCL)
that link two languages at the feature-level can greatly
reduce translation errors. Additionally, He et al. [38] proposed a method that does not need domain and data specific
parameter knowledge.
Language-specific lexical knowledge from available
English sentiment lexica is incorporated through machine
translation into latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) where sentiment labels are considered topics [74]. This process does
not introduce noise to the process due to the high accuracy of the lexicon translation and does not need labeled

Testing Dataset
For a long period of time, sentence sentiment classification has been a central topic for Chinese sentiment analysis.
There are certain general Chinese sentiment datasets that
were experimented. We select three most popular datasets
and present some experimental results that were conducted
on them in Table 2.
The first dataset “ChnSentiCorp” was introduced by
Tan and Zhang [18]. It contains 1021 documents in three
domains: education, movie and house. Meanwhile, Tan also
collected a large scale hotel review dataset which contains
5000 positive and 5000 negative short texts.3
The second dataset, IT168TEST, is a product review
dataset presented by Zagibalov and Carroll in [30]. This
dataset contains over 20000 reviews, in which 78% were
manually labeled as positive and 22% labeled as negative.
The third dataset is provided by the 8th SIGHAN Workshop
on Chinese Language Processing (SIGHAN-8). It is for a
task of topic-based Chinese message polarity classification.
Note that even though some research has obtained remarkable results on some dataset, such as [19, 35], it does not
mean the task of Chinese sentiment classification is well
solved.
Some above excellent experimental results may due to
particular experimental settings, such as feature engineering or adaptation [35], which may not be applicable in other
experimental settings. Plenty of research space is still available, as a general method is at our best interest. For example,
on the same “IT168TEST” dataset, a later work by Fu and
Xu [78] which achieved lower results compared with [19]
still received popularity, because it proposed a more general
method with neural networks.
3 http://www.datatang.com/data/11936.
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Table 2 Some examples on
popular testing datasets

Li et al. [71]
Cao et al. [23]
Chen et al. [66]
Fu and Xu [78]
Zhang and He [35]
Zhai et al. [19]
Tan and Zhang [18]
Wan [37]
Wei and Pal [73]
Zagibalov and Carroll [30]

ChnSentiCorp

IT168TEST

Macro-F1

Accuracy

Macro-F1

Accuracy

Macro-F1

Accuracy

–
–
–
–
–
88.60
88.58
–
–
–

–
–
63.43
81.30
–
88.60
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
94.02
80.90
–
86.00
–
86.86

–
–
–
–
95.00
81.30
–
86.10
85.40
–

–
71.00
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

63.51
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

In addition to the above three datasets, more researchers
create their own experimental testing datasets. Some create their datasets in replacing of the popular ones [20, 34,
36]. Some create datasets due to specific problem definition, such as [13, 14, 22, 24, 28, 31, 33, 67, 79, 80]. When
we research into their sources, we find most of them originate from such as but not limited to: AmazonCN [13, 28,
80], 360buy [14], Weibo [20, 24, 67, 79], Mtime [22] etc.
Majority of their domains are reviews and blogs in hotels,
products, and movies.

Conclusion
With the recent debut of Alibaba’s (considered to be
China’s—and to some extent, the world’s—largest online
commerce company) in the New York Stock Exchange
(NYSE), China’s growing impact on the world’s technology and finance industries is greater than ever. As China’s
leading Internet-based company, Alibaba generates countless amounts of new information entries each day through
product descriptions, customer reviews, and more, and these
data are often only available in Chinese language. Effective sentiment analysis of such a colossal amount of Big
Data available online could provide invaluable added value
to the government, business owners and Internet users in
China. Although sentiment analysis in English language
is well studied, research in Chinese sentiment analysis is
substantially less developed.
Thus, this timely survey reviews past and recent research
Chinese sentiment analysis, especially on major task sentiment classification. In particular, the construction of sentiment corpus and lexicon was first introduced and summarized. Following, a survey of monolingual sentiment classification in Chinese via three different approaches (machine
learning based, knowledge based and mixed approaches)

SIGHAN8

was conducted. Sentiment classification based on the multilingual approach was then introduced.
We realized that current research on sentiment analysis seldom considers the study of concept-level knowledge
in texts. We proposed that the cognitive representation
used by human beings may be organized in the format of
conceptual connections, whereby each word activates a cascade of semantically-related concepts, and such approaches
could greatly increase the capacity of the limited resources
available.
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